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Purasolve High-Pressure Parts Washers are 
ideal for cleaning parts quickly and efficiently 
without the need for dangerous solvents. The 
units were designed with ease of use, power and 
time savings, and overall cost-effectiveness in 
mind.

The ultimate in operator comfort, Purasolve 
High-Pressure Parts Washers are built to an 
ergonomic working height, and is fitted with 
flexible neoprene gloves to keep the operator’s 
hands clean and out of the cleaning solution. The 
operator simply slips hands into the gloves and
directs the cleaning fluid stream at the parts.

This, together with fast heat-up, illuminated 
cabinet, automatic windowclearing blower, 
adjustable nozzle and a safe and convenient 
air-actuated on/off foot pedal, results in increased 
efficiency.

A 150 mesh filter traps solids and continuously 
filters the cleaning fluid.

The enhanced window blow-off utilises air-knife 
technology for keeping the window clear for easy 
viewing of the cleaning process.

The front opening door is hinged allowing full 
access to the entire cleaning chamber.

The adjustable hand-held spray nozzle can be set 
to a wide fan or pinpoint stream to direct cleaning 
power and force where needed.

The fully enclosed cleaning process uses high 
pressure jets of cleaning fluid to efficiently 
power-clean parts without using grit or abrasives 
which risk damage to precision machine parts.

Purasolve High Pressure Parts Washers are
constructed from Stainless Steel for longer life in 
heavy duty industrial applications.

HP75
HIGH PRESSURE PARTS WASHER FOR PRECISION CLEANING



Optional Advanced Filtration

Specifications
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The addition of Purasolve Filter Kit will extend the 
cleaning fluid life reducing change-out
requirements. The closed loop system utilises a 
sophisticated micro filtration process that filters 
down to 0.1 micron and effectively removes oils and 
greases that are washed off the parts, enabling the 
cleaning fluid to be filtered, recycled and reused 
many times, reducing product usage and 
change-out costs.

The spray 
nozzle allows 
you to direct the 
high-pressure
cleaning fluid 
stream where 
needed.

Use in conjunction with a 
Triple7 Aqueous Degreaser

An aqueous degreaser can also be used 
in Purasolve Rotary Parts Washers.
(Triple7 Heavy Duty or Triple7 Aircraft & 
Metal (Aircraft Approved) are 
recommended)

The recommended temperature setting 
for the aqueous based products is 
between 40-45 degrees Celsius. This low 
temperature enables further power 
savings.

Height
Height (Lid Open)
Width
Depth
Work Chamber Size 
(WxDxH)
Tank Capacity
Reservoir
Maximum Load
Voltage
Pump Flow
Water Pressure
Output Nozzle
Heating Elements
Heat Range
Internal Filter
External 
Multi-Filtration
Air Drying Nozzle
Oil Skimmer
Workload Turntable
Elevated Drain Shelf

PS-HP37-SS
Stainless Steel

1677mm
1854mm
1054mm
902mm

863 x 571 x 609
mm

35 Litres
Internal Pail

225kgs
230V

680 Ltr/Hr
up to 600 PSI

Variable
1000 Watt
up to 50˚C
150 Mesh
0.1 Micron
Optional

PS-HP75-SS
Stainless Steel

1677mm
1854mm
1054mm
1118mm

863 x 990 x 609
mm

75 Litres
Roll-Out Chamber

225kgs
230V

680 Ltr/Hr
up to 600 PSI

Variable
1500 Watt
up to 50˚C
150 Mesh
0.1 Micron
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

Purasolve HP75 High-Pressure 
Parts Washer

PSHP75-SS-W

DescriptionPart No #
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